Our Services

Bonjour à vous deux !
Running out of time shopping for some suppliers for your wedding?
No problem, the Auberge Val Carroll team is happy to suggest some to help
you choose wisely. We can take care of a preliminary meeting between the
two of you and ensure that their products match 100% of your demands.
Do you already have your suppliers? No problem either, the Auberge
Val Carroll is eager to meet them.

Infographic Service
Looking for an infographic service that will make you shine and make you invitations without costing you
to much? Feeling lost by designing a model that looks like you? Well! We can help you!
Being very creative and specialized in personalized vector illustrations, our graphic designer can design
you a model that evokes the atmosphere you want to give to this very special day… Everything is possible
for her!
After the graphic design defined, you will be the owner of this model specially designed for you, so you
can go and print them directly at a printer or we can do it for you with pleasure (prices to discuss).
You already have your concept? Congratulations! Already an important step done.
INVITATIONS : $200
RSVP : $75
SAVE THE DATE : $80

MENU THAT MATCHES THE INVITATIONS: $65
POSTER DESIGN: $65
(not including framing and easel)

Bulk Purchase #1 | Invitations & RSVP: $230 instead of $275
Bulk Purchase #2 | Invitations RSVP & Save the Date: $285 instead of $355
Bulk Purchase #3 | For all 5 items: $375 instead of $485
If you want more elements (example: table number, thank you card, direction card, place marks, table
plan, etc.), we make them tailor-made!

Service of photographer or videographer
Finding a photographer for your wedding is not to be taken lightly. Several important criteria must be
taken into account. Does the photographer bring importance to what you like? Is she listening?
Beyond the technique and the state-of-the-art camera, emotions must be placed in the first place with
all these magical moments to capture the day of your wedding (when the groom sees his future wife for
the first time in her beautiful dress, the exchange of vows, the toast…) and emotions (tears, laughter,
looks…). This is one of the most important days of your life! These images should not be entrusted to your
guests because every little detail counts and after the event, only the images remain!
Our passionate photographer and his team of professional will capture the best moments and even those
you haven’t seen!
Your professional photographer has already been selected? Congratulations! We look forward to meeting
him/her.

Package NO # 1 includes :(1 photographer with travel)

The photo session includes the following shots:
Photographic cover of the bride during preparations ( 30 to 45 min), wedding ceremony, group photo,
portraits of family, couple and friends.
Departure before the meal.
Total time: 4 hours

Sales price: $1,292.50 +taxes

Package NO # 2 includes: (1 photographer with travel)

The photo session includes the following shots:
Photo cover of the bridegroom, the bride (during preparations schedule 1h), wedding ceremony, group
photo, family portraits, couple and friends, start of the cocktail.
Duration: 6 hours

Sales price: $2,062.50 +taxes

Package NO # 3 includes: (1 photographer with travel)

The photo session includes the following shots:
Photographic cover of the groom, the bride ( during preparations, allow about 1h),
the wedding ceremony, group photo, family portraits, couple and friends, Cocktail, photos souvenirs
of the guest tables at Dinner, early evening (games, photo with cake and bride and groom dance if time
permits.)
The Dinner must be provided to the photographer
Duration: 8 hours

Sales price: $2,744.50 +taxes

Room and table
decoration service
Of course you have the opportunity to decorate the reception
room and the chapel as well as the table centres yourself, but
we know your sensitivity to the aesthetics of your wedding, to
the smallest details and to the importance of the decoration of
your Perfect-Day.
We know that it is not always easy to navigate through all the
decoration trends to choose the one that will suit the style of
your wedding.
To guide you, our designer has designed three different themes that are most popular with our customers but we can offer you any other type of decor according to your tastes and
you could even add YOUR personal touch, that will make all
the difference and will reflect exactly the personality of your
couple.

THE RUSTIC : $85 per table
The rustic centerpiece consists of a burlap fabric runner on
the table with a small stained wooden chest, with artificial
flowers arrangement inside, all sitting on a slice of natural
wood bark. Small wooden frame indicating the menu and
around the table, small assorted votives. A loop with a burlap ribbon will be decorated at each of the chairs.

THE CLASSIC : $50 per table
The classic centerpiece is composed of a natural eucalyptus table runner. There is a decorative plate of white metal
accompanied by a glass vase where we find a beautiful large
white flower and it’s branch. All accessorized with luminous wires accompanied by small assorted votives. Small
white frame indicating the menu.

o

light

Possibility of water in the vase and a submersible

THE SOPHISTICATED : $65 per table
The sophisticated centerpiece is composed of 3 cylindered glass vases sitting on a glass circle. Inside these are an
artificial orchid branch with glass beads at the bottom, a
submersible light and floating candles. Around the table,
some metallic confetti and small assorted votives. Small
silver frame indicating the menu.
Possibility of fresh flowers: price to be discussed according to the choice of flowers desired.

wedding cake
confection Service
The wedding cake is one of the most important piece for the wedding. Highly anticipated by the guests, it
is a key moment in your reception that marks the end of the meal and the beginning of the party!
We offer this service in connection with our three most popular themes with our customers. Do you have
a clear idea of the cake you want for your wedding? No problem! Whether it’s in terms of design, flavor
and size, our pastry chef will adapt to your needs and make you a tailor-made cake for your event.
You already have your pastry chef? Excellent! We can leave him a place in our kitchen to do the editing
when the day comes.

THE RUSTIC

THE CLASSIC

THE SOPHISTICATED

Civil celebrant service
One celebrant brings a very personal touch to a wedding by creating a ceremony in your image, with the
sincere desire to realize your memorable wedding while respecting your choices and your life values.
This ceremony must reflect your spiritual paths and your values, which you both share as a pledge of
your love, loyalty, commitment and respect for one another.
Our officiant minister of religion is recognized by law and authorized to perform marriages or civil
unions by the Director of Civil Status.
Important to know: Retaining the services of an unauthorized officiant will result in the nullity of your
marriage.
Have you already chosen your celebrant? We are very pleased.
The price for the service of our celebrant is $650 and includes:

o Prior meeting with the couple for data collection
o Verification of original and identity documents required
o Planning the ceremony
o Personalized writing of the ceremony
o Drafting of the publication of bans (signature by a witness or commissioner of oaths)
o Registration of the declaration of marriage to the Registrar of Civil Status.
Chapel

Organ, piano and sound system available.
Floral arrangement service
(interior and exterior decoration)

Selfie Station Service
Personalized PHOTO BOOTH 150$

Selfie Station Service Offer your guests an original photo animation and keep an incredible memory of
your day. Our selfie wall is composed of artificial greenery, can be decorated to your liking.
It can be located in the background of the main table or behind a service table or where you desirer.

i Possibility of artificial flowers
i Possibility of fresh flowers

i Possibility de lights guirlande

i Possibility of words «wood letters »
PRICE TO BE DISCUSSED ACCORDING TO CHOICE.
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